
 

Drop Filter: Build Your Own 
 

Description of the Filtration System 

The Drop Filter. 
 
The Project ORRCA Drop Filtration     
system is a 6 stage filtration system       
made from readily available materials.     
It was designed, from the ground up,       
to be inexpensive so anyone can start       
cleaning water pollution in their own      
backyard. The drop filter is also      
completely capable of removing    
bacteria and harmful pollutants from     
water allowing it to be used as a        
drinking water filtration system in     
developing nations. 
 
6-Stage All-In-One System 
 
Reservoir - The water reservoir holds up to 5         
gallons of water at a time and the slow drip valve at            
the bottom releases water slowly into the rest of the          
filter. 

Activated Carbon Layer - The Activated      
Carbon Layer is an active filtration layer removing        
most heavy metals as well as other chemicals like         
chlorine gas through absorption. 

Aluminium Particle Mesh - The Aluminium      
Particle Mesh holds the activated carbon and       
separates any particles that could interfere with       
filtration. 

Filtration Sand - Filtration sand is packed tight        
so bacteria gets trapped within the particles of the         
sand. It also helps separate sediments. 
 
 

Filtration Gravel - Filtration gravel holds in the filtration sand in place and allows for high flow rate through the bottom part of                       
the filter, it also acts as a lower storage area for filtered water before it’s discharged out the bottom of the filter. 

Carbon H2O Filter - The carbon filter consists of a filtration membrane and a carbon block filter which stops any of the above                       
layers from leaking through the bottom of the filter, it also removes chlorine gas (not ions). 

Filtration Housing - The filtration housing holds all the above layers in and allows for water discharge out the bottom. 
**BIO-LAYER: if water from the same source containing bacteria is poured into the filter perpetually, over a few weeks of use a bio                       
layer will form in the sand of microorganisms that eat the harmful bacteria in the water cleaning it. THIS IS SAFE and EFFECTIVE! 



 

Applications 

A Design for All 
The Drop filter can be used for multiple industries and applications, the filtration system was               
designed to separate most chemical and bacterial pollution in the water. It was mainly designed,               
however, for environmental cleanup operations and to provide clean drinking water.  
 
Features 
Drinking water safe - The drop filter’s multiple stages removes most chemicals and bacteria from the water. There’s an                   
added module available called the Sterlitech 0.2 Micron Silver Filter Attachment (not included) that should be used for high levels of                     
bacteria. 

Pollution cleanup - The drop filter separates most classes of chemical pollutants as well as sediments and other physical                   
pollutants. It does NOT separate oil (see the STREAM Filter for that application). 

Saltwater Safe - While the filtration system separates Chlorine Gas and Elemental Chlorine, however it does NOT separate                  
chloride ions or sodium ions making it completely saltwater safe. 
 

 

Construction and “Washout” 

Drop Filter Construction 
The drop filter comes in a few parts and requires setup. This is for ease of transportation and to                   
keep the contents of the filtration unit safe. 
 
Step 1 - Collect Materials 
You will need the following materials to build the drop filter: 
(2x) Home Depot Homer Orange 5-Gal Buckets  
(1x) Bag of Vigoro Marble Chips (home depot) 
(1x) Bag of Washed Play Sand (home depot) 
(1x) Mr Coffee Gold Tone Filter (or similar filter - target) 
(1x) Mr Coffee Water Filter (or similar filter - target) 
(1x) Tube of Marine Silicone Sealer (home depot) 
(1x) 11oz Box of Activated Carbon (petco) 
TOOLS:  
Drill, Gloves, Set of Drill Bits 
 

 
Step 2 - Drill the Holes 
Using a ½ inch drill bit make a large hole in the bottom of one               
orange bucket - this will be your filtration unit. Then take the            
other bucket and using a 3/16 drill bit, make one small hole in             
the bottom of the other bucket - this will be the reservoir. 
 
 



 

 
Step 3 - Take the carbon disk filter (mr coffee water           
filter) and take the tube of silicone. Line the BLACK          
RIM of the filter with silicon. This will be used to seal            
the water from coming out anywhere but through the         
filter. It will also hold the gravel and sand in.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 4 - Take the carbon filter with silicone and stick           
it to the bottom of the water filtration unit please          
ensure you do not do this to the reservoir. This is a            
crucial part of the filtration unit and should be allowed          
to dry for 30 minutes before gravel is poured in. 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Step 5 - Take the bag of gravel and use HALF OF            
IT pouring it into the bottom. Then take the bag of           
sand and USE A LITTLE OVER ½ BUT UNDER ¾          
OF IT and pour on top of the gravel. Take the filter            
unit and pack the sand down as tight as you can           
using a flat object. Do not press too hard however          
press hard enough so the sand is packed firmly. 
 
 
We used a garden stake, flipped it upside down,         
and used the flat head to pack the sand down as           
best as you can. Be careful not to upset the gravel           
below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

 
 
Step 6 - Using you hand or a small shovel, dig out a             
small hole of sand big enough to fit the coffee filter           
(mr. coffee gold tone). Pack down the surrounding        
sand and the sand at the bottom of the hole.  
 
 
Dig a hole the size of the gold tone filter. DO NOT            
THROW OUT THE EXTRA SAND. Line the edges        
surrounding the hole with a thin layer of sand and          
pack it down without disturbing the hole. 
 
 
 
 
 
Step 7 - Place the gold tone filter into the hole you            
just dug, lay it in carefully but press the bottom into           
the sand gently so it doesn’t move. Do not dig the           
filter in as this will need to be taken out to replace            
the activated carbon. 
 
Step 8 - Pour the activated carbon from the bag          
into the filtration system as shown. RECYCLE the        
bag and help keep the world clean! 
 
Step 9 - Take the water reservoir and place it in the            
filter unit right on top of the sand inside the lower           
unit. Then take the two included bolts and slide         
them through the holes on the side. 
 
 
 
 

 
 
Take the water reservoir and bolt it into the         
filtration unit in order to ensure it doesn’t        
move during filtration.   
 
 
 



 

 
Drop Filter “Washout” 
 
The “washout” of a filtration system is done during setup of filters made from materials found in                 
nature. It’s a standard practice that ensure any residue or dirty water in the filter gets washed                 
out before it’s used for actual filtration. 
 
Step 1 - Place the filter on a perch so the lower unit’s exhaust hole is accessible. 
 
Step 2 - Fill the reservoir with water and allow the water to pass through the filtration system. 
 
Step 3 - Passively monitor the water exiting the filtration system and repeat the above               
procedure until the water is clear with no significant residue from gravel or carbon.  
 
 

Use and Care of the Filtration System 

Use Instructions: 
 
Using the drop filter is simple! 
 
Step 1 - Place the drop filter in such a way that the filtration exhaust hole on the bottom is not                     
covered by the ground. This can be achieved by wedging a rock under two or more edges of the                   
filter, placing the filter on a stand, or in any other way that allows the hole to drip water out.                    
Position the hole over a collection bucket. Ensure the filter is relatively level during filtration.  
 

 
  
 



 

Step 2 - Just pour water in the filtration reservoir and allow water to filter down through the                  
layers. Clean water will exit the bottom of the filter.  
 
Maintenance:  
 
Cleaning Out the Filter - After about 100 gallons filtered (20 pours) the filter should be opened                 
and cleaned. This involves taking out the gold tone filter with activated carbon, removing the               
activated carbon onto a towel, washing the gold tone filter out and rinsing the activated carbon                
with clean water. Remove any other debris you may see.  
NOTE: DO NOT RUN CLEAN WATER THROUGH THE ENTIRE FILTRATION SYSTEM -            
DOING SO CAN UPSET THE FORMATION OF A BIOLAYER. (drinking water application            
only)  
 
Changing out Activated Carbon - Activated Carbon, if used for a while, will reach a maximum                
absorption of all pollutants in the water and then need to be changed out after some time. You                  
must replace all activated carbon in the filter every 500 gallons (every 100 pours).              
Activated carbon is available at any local pet store. Note: ensure you are purchasing pure               
activated carbon, charcoal is not the same as activated carbon, activated charcoal is not the               
same as activated carbon. Using any other material may result in improper filtration. 
 
Changing out the Sand/Gravel - the drop filter’s should not need a sand or gravel replacement                
ever. If it does, it may be because of improper filtration use or incompatible pollutants (plastics                
and other physical pollutants) entering the sand filtration layer - if you have trouble with your                
sand or gravel layer, contact us! 
 
Storage Instructions:  
 
The drop filter does not have significant storage requirements. It may be stored outdoors in sun                
for any period of time. During winter or other sorts of inclement weather, it’s recommended the                
filter be stored inside to ensure it does not get damaged. However, it may be stored outside                 
under a heavy tarp or when using the plastic lids available at any hardware store. Do not leave                  
outside if weather conditions could prove destructive. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


